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ABSTRACT

This paper is an all-embracing introduction to
HTTP performance, which encompasses all areas of
importance concerning application layer performance.
We highlight seven areas to consider before
implementing HTTP/1.1 in an embedded web server,
these were identified by a careful survey of previous
research.  The highlighted topics are the new request
methods, persistent connections, chunked encoding,
byte- range operations, content negotiation, digest
authentication and caching, all new or improved
features in HTTP/1.1. We explore why the old design
rationale of HTTP/1.1 has become obsolete in an
embedded setting. We also suggest new guidelines
which are more suitable for an embedded web server.

Keywords: HTTP, performance, web server, embedded
systems.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This paper investigates and explains the Hyper Text
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) from an embedded systems
perspective. HTTP is the main network protocol for
transferring web traffic on the Internet. Embedded
systems are devices with integrated computing
capabilities. This area is highly important, the market
concerning Internet connected appliances and
embedded systems comprise a total turn over of 18
billion dollars worldwide 2004. The market for
embedded systems is expected to grow even more
rapidly in the near future when the next generation of
the Internet protocol is about to be put into operation.

Applied to embedded systems, web technologies
offer a graphical user interface that is user friendly,
inexpensive, cross/platform, and network ready. Most
embedded systems are delivered with support for the
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) which enables
HTTP traffic. In the beginning of the paper we make an
extensive walk-through of available research regarding
these protocols. We bring seven new features,
introduced in the latest HTTP standard, up to discussion
and explain how to adjust the implementation of them
to fit the needs and demands in embedded systems.

The current version of the protocol is designed for
conventional web servers, where the network is
considered to be the bottleneck, this design rationale
become misadjusted when focusing on embedded
systems where it is the hardware capabilities that is the
bottleneck. We explain why and how this could affect
the implementation of HTTP.

The major contribution is the description of the
latest features in HTTP from an embedded perspective.
Main focus is on how these features affect the
performance in embedded systems. Both pros and cons
are brought up to discussion.
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Abstract:

This paper is an all-embracing introduction to HTTP
performance, which encompasses all areas of importance
concerning application layer performance. We highlight
seven areas to consider before implementing  HTTP/1.1 in
an embedded web server, these were identified by a careful
survey of previous research.  The highlighted topics are the
new request methods, persistent connections, chunked
encoding, byte- range operations, content negotiation,
digest authentication and caching, all new or improved
features in HTTP/1.1. We explore why the old design
rationale of HTTP/1.1 has become obsolete in an embedded
setting. We also suggest new guidelines which are more
suitable for an embedded web server. 

Keywords: HTTP, performance, webserver, embedded
systems

1. Introduction

According to the market intelligence company IDC1 the
market concerning Internet connected appliances and
embedded systems comprise a total turn over of 18 billion
dollars worldwide year 2004. This market is about to grow
rapidly [16] especially since technology has manage to
solve some former problems such as lack of addresses and
complicated configuration [27, 3]. 

The next generation of the Internet Protocol (IPv6)
solves the problem with the lack of adresses by extending
the address field from 32 bits to 128 bits. This extension
anticipates considerable future growth of the Internet and
provides relief for what was perceived as an impending
shortage of network addresses. IPv6 also introduces
automatic configuration facilities which further facilitates
deployment of connected appliances [3]. With IPv6 the
amount of IP-addresses will be more than sufficient for
years to come and opens the door for more connected
appliances both at home and in professional settings. 

1. http://www.idc.com

Many experts expect connected appliances to use a web
interface since it is a affordable and powerful solution [24,
16]. Applied to embedded systems, web technologies offer
graphical user interfaces that are user friendly, inexpensive,
cross/platform, and network ready [1]. 

The scarce system resources in embedded systems raise
new demands on the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
from a performance perspective. In this paper we will
discuss the new features in HTTP/1.1 with main focus on
performance.  The features discussed are the new request
methods, persistent connections, chunked encoding, byte-
range operations, content negotiation, digest authentication
and caching, all new or improved features in HTTP/1.1
[15]. This text should be considered as an comprehensive
walk-through of the protocol and act as guidelines before
deciding how to implement an embedded server. 

This work is built on small tests such as packet analysis,
latency measurement and compression rate analysis. These
tests have been crucial to understand the complexity of
some of the features in HTTP 1.1 and the relationship
between them. These tests together with an extensive
litterature study makes it possible to address the question:
What features in HTTP/1.1 is efficient from a performance
perspective in an embedded web server?

2. HTTP performance

HTTP performance is an area with several different
opinions about the definition of performance. There are
however four metrics that are often discussed. Requests per
second is the amount of incoming connections (requests)
that a server can handle. Throughput is the amount of bytes
per second the server handles. Round-trip time is the time it
takes a transaction to be sent from the client, processed by
the server and sent back to the client. Error rate is, the
amount of errors (lost HTTP requests) [16]. This paper
takes all four metrics into consideration. The metrics that
affect CPU usage, memory footprint and disk activity the
most are however in focus. 
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When we look into this complex of problems with the aim
to improve the performance for small embedded systems a
whole set of new questions arise. From this perspective the
old discussion about HTTP gets interesting again. 

2.1 Approaches towards improving HTTP 
performance

A number of studies have been conducted in order to gain
performance with the HTTP-protocol. These efforts can be
divided into two major approaches, application layer and
transport layer approach.

2.1.1 Application layer approach

The first approach focuses the studies on the application
and presentation level in the OSI model. By modifying,
removing and adding new features to the HTTP standard,
much performance can be gained. An example of such
studies is [30] where a GETALL and a GETLIST request
method is examined. In short, these methods send data and
information about compound multiple resources within a
single response. This reduces the amount of partially filled
packets and the overhead that comes with putting up and
tearing down TCP transactions [30]. Similar improvements
were adopted by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
Network Group in the processes of updating the HTTP-
protocol standard. 

The main improvement in HTTP/1.1 that reduces
network overhead is persistent connections. This feature
extends the lifetime of the connections, and thereby reduces
the effects of the expensive three-way handshake and
teardown of the Transport Control Protocol (TCP).
Persistent connection together with the pipeline feature
reduces partially filled packets to a minimum.

Both persistent connection and the GETALL/GETLIST
methods bypass the TCP slow start algorithm [17, 30] by
sending multiple requests in one transaction. The slowstart
algorithm gradually increases the transaction speed in order
to avoid congestion. The GETALL request method was
introduced as an alternative to persistent connections and
pipelining, this was before HTTP/1.1 was officially declared
as a standard. GETALL later became obsolete by the

introduction of pipelining and persistent connection features
in HTTP/1.1.

2.1.2 Transport layer approach

There have been several discussions during the last ten
years concerning the performance problems of HTTP. The
main problem is that HTTP is stateless in opposite to TCP
which is used to transport the HTTP interactions. TCP
establishes a connection prior to transferring any data. TCP
also includes a congestion avoidance mechanism [17]. In
both cases, this mechanism is restarted for each file request,
resulting in an excessive overhead [29]. The Slow-start
mechanism which also is a part of the congestion control in
TCP will restart when a connection is initialized, when a
packet is lost or when there is a significant idle period in the
connection [29, 23]. 

This approach is the one taken by research groups such as
the Global Operating Systems Technology Group (GOST) at
the University of Southern California which aims at
implementing better suited transport protocols for HTTP
interaction. There are examples building on top of TCP such
as transaction based TCP [5] (T/TCP) and on top of User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) such as Asynchronous Reliable
Delivery Protocol [29] (ARDP). Client-server interaction
today is frequently short and stateless [28], with an
increasing number of packages carrying only control
information, i.e. carrying no data payload. This is the
overhead that GOST aims to reduce. However, some
research groups have taken another approach at the transport
level by implementing a hybrid server. In [6] it is shown that
a hybrid server that chooses the best suited transport
protocol (UDP or TCP) for the current task improved
network performance as much as 25%. 

3. Embedded systems brings new demands

HTTP/1.1 was principally developed as a mean for
reducing both document transfer latency and network
traffic. The rationale for the performance enhancements in
HTTP/1.1 is based on the assumption that the network is the
bottleneck [2], which is valid for conventional webservers
today. These assumptions may not be correct for embedded
systems. It is difficult to tell what the future will bring and
how embedded systems will evolve. A possible scenario is
that households and business enterprises will have one high
speed connection for all thir connected devices making
bandwidth less important. If the Embedded Web Server
(EWS) is connected to the same Local Area Network (LAN)
as the client this will further undermine the design rationale
in HTTP/1.1. This fact together with the assumed small
contents of embedded web pages decreases the role of the
bandwith and the design rationale thus becomes
misadjusted. 
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If we assume that Moore’s Law [21] will continue to be
valid the bandwidth will be the critical factor in a longer
perspective since the bandwidth does not evolve in the same
pace as CPU and memory speed. However, within the
perspective of this paper, e.g. near future, EWS will suffer
from unsufficient CPU and memory resources and not lack
of bandwidth. Conventional web servers will not work well
in embedded systems since they are designed for the
opposite of embedded systems, i.e. a lot of disk, memory
and CPU resources [24]. Net performance will however be
taken into consideration as an important aspect in this paper
since this metric might be the most important in a longer
perspective.

EWS are often a secondary service with the lowest
priority in the embedded system and should therefore avoid
interfering with the systems primary purpose. This is
probably not going to change even when future embedded
systems gets more powerful, the EWS will still be the
secondary service. In the far perspective EWS will suffer
from the same performance issues as ordinary web servers
do today, since the capacity of embedded systems grows
[21]. This makes the design rationale of HTTP/1.1
misadjusted today when discussing EWS, but it probably
will be important in a longer perspective. 

Since the introduction of HTTP/1.1, TCP/IP has become
the de facto standard for web transactions and is used in
most HTTP implementations today. Better suited protocols
for web transactions like T/TCP [26, 28], ARDP [29] and
hybrid implementations [6] are not widely used. In the case
of TCP there exists affordable, high performing, embedded
TCP/IP stacks [1]. Because of this our work will focus on
the HTTP protocol instead of transport layer approaches. 

3.1 HTTP/1.1

In January 1997 the network working group at W3C
released RFC 2068 that specified HTTP/1.1. The RFC 2068
was later updated in June 1999 into RFC 2616 [11]. With
HTTP/1.1 a number of new features that were inspired from
suggestions and critics against HTTP/1.0 were adopted. It is
these new features we will address in the following
subchapters. Each sub-header is followed by a parenthesis
indicating whether the feature is optional to implement,
should be implemented or must be implemented, according
to the standard [11]. The keyword should is in this case equal
to recommend while must is equal to required. 

3.2 New request methods (optional)

HTTP/1.1 defines four new methods PUT, DELETE,
OPTIONS and TRACE as complement to the old methods
GET, HEAD and POST.

The methods PUT and DELETE are interesting from an
embedded perspective, since they allow a client to upload

and delete files on a web server. Similar functionality where
enabled by the POST method in combination with a server
side CGI-script. The PUT and DELETE methods enable the
client to update for example system features of the
embedded server by simply uploading new firmware
without additional execution (interpretation) of CGI-scripts
on the server, which in some cases could be preferable. A
suggestion in the case of disk-less systems is to implement a
PUT that writes the given resource to volatile memory
instead of to disk.

The OPTIONS method is used to query a server about the
capabilities of a specific resource or about the server in
general. Although the standard does not define any use for
such a method, future extensions to HTTP might use the
OPTIONS body to make more detailed queries on the server
[14]. We do not see any need for implementing the
OPTIONS method since it is not commonly used, despite
this we raise a saving clause for future use. 

The final method, TRACE, is used to invoke a remote,
application-layer loop-back of the request message [11].
This feature is used primary for debugging and diagnostic
purposes at the application level [14, 15]. Debugging is a
difficult and expensive process which could be even more
difficult in embedded systems since the limited visibility
(number of inputs and outputs) and manipulation features
[10]. TRACE is an option to enhance the visibility of the
EWS and follow the request/response chain from client to
the server and back. This is a valuable feature in the HTTP/
1.1 that we suggest to be implemented in an EWS in order to
support the development process. 

3.3 Persistent connections (must)

HTML pages usually do not only consist of plain HTML
but hold inline pictures, applets, style sheets, etc. With
HTTP/1.0 this meant a separate HTTP connection for each
of the objects that constitute a page. Thus a HTML page
with five images requires at least six connections (http
requests and responses). As we described in chapter 2.2,
TCP has a built in three-way handshake and a slow start
mechanism, it is these "drawbacks" that persistent
connections was designed to reduce. 

With persistent connections one connection can be used
for multiple transfers. This has a significant impact on the
amount of overhead produced in web servers due to
significantly less context swapping and system calls [22].
By opening and closing fewer TCP connections memory
used for TCP protocol control blocks as well as CPU time is
saved [11]. CPU and memory, are the two most important
metrics concerning performance in an EWS [16] and
therefore persistent connections has a great impact on
performance in an EWS. 
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Figure 2 clarify the difference between HTTP/1.0 and
HTTP/1.1 request-response interaction. The difference
between pipelined and not pipelined communication will be
further described in chapter 3.3.1. 

One issue to consider when implementing persistent
connections into an EWS is that the keep-alive timeout is
smaller than the TCP timeout, in other cases the EWS
become dramatically more vulnerable against denial of
service (DoS) attacks since it attempts to keep the
connection open longer than necessary and the scarce
resources can run out fast. 

To be HTTP/1.1 compliant the application must have
support for persistent connections, but it does not imply
implementing pipelining. Both Netscape Navigator and
Microsoft Internet Explorer support persistent connections.
Neither of them supported request pipelining at the end of
2003 [4, 31]. 

3.3.1 Pipelining (optional)

Clients can take advantage of pipelining if they are using
persistent connections, i.e. sending the next request
immediately following the previous one without waiting for
the reply to the previous request to arrive (see figure 2). The
server is still required to service the requests in order. 

The use of pipelining can dramatically reduce the number
of TCP/IP packets sent by wrapping several requests or
responses into one TCP/IP packet. With a typical maximum
segment size (MSS) of 512 bytes, it is possible to pack
several HTTP responses into one TCP/IP packet since a
minimal HTTP/1.1 response such as a 403 (forbidden) or
404 (not found) response is about 100 bytes in size [12, 11].
Reducing the number of packets required to load a page
benefits the Internet as a whole, as fewer packets reduces the
burden on IP routers and networks [12]. It also benefits the
local file system since fewer read and write calls are needed.
The number of system calls are significant lower in the
experiments done by [22], rates down to half the number of
calls was measured when using a persistent connection with

pipelining.  The reason is that the persistent connection
allows the server to buffer its output better than when using
multiple connections [22]. 

3.4 Chunked encoding (must)

The RFC declares that all HTTP/1.1
applications must be able to receive and
decode the "chunked" transfer-coding [11].
Chunked encoding is a requirement
because of the implementation of persistent
connections. Since the connections is
persistent the server does not close the
connection in order to signal end of
message, the content-length header is
therefore essential. The length of most
static resources could be determined and
put in the content length header before
transfer. However there could be problems
with dynamic resources such as streaming
media since they are not terminated by an
end-of-file (EOF), and their total length
could therefore not be determined before
transfer. Persistent connection requires
chunked encoding in order to handle
dynamic contents. 

Chunked encoding breaks messages
down in chunks of known size. The
message is sent as a serie of chunks and
each chunk begins with its size followed by
a carriage return and line feed (see figure
3). The sequence is ended by a chunk that
has a length of zero. The last trailer chunk

is optional and can be added if the client’s transfer encoding
header indicates that it accept trailers [14]. The trailer can
contain a more detailed header e.g. a Message Digest 5
(MD5) sum that adds an extra element of data validation
[18]. 

Today many embedded servers deal with dynamic
content such as device status information or for example a
streaming webcam. If the server supports and applies
persistent connections, chunked encoding is an essential
feature in order to send dynamic content over HTTP.
Chunked encoding implementation is straight forward and
has limited impact on CPU, memory and disk therefore we
suggest that this feature should be implemented.

3.5 Byte range operations (optional)

HTTP/1.1 define as part of the standard byte range
operations that allow a client to perform partial retrieval of
resources. This enables the client to actually request only a
part or a range of a resource for example the first 500 bytes.
Since all HTTP entities are represented as sequences of
bytes, the concept of a byte range is meaningful for any
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HTTP entity. Support for byte- range operations is not
required by the standard. However, Mozilla, Internet
Explorer, Apache, IIS and most other popular clients and
servers today implements byte range operations. 

When requesting a byte range, a client makes a request as
normal but includes a range header specifying the byte range
the server is to return. The presence of a range header in an
unconditional GET modifies what is returned if the GET is
successful, in other words the response carries a status code
of 206 (partial content) instead of 200 (OK) [11]. The client
may also specify multiple byte ranges within a single request
if it so desires. In this case, the server returns the resource as
a multipart/byteranges media type [15].  

For small resources there could be a possible overhead,
with byte range GET requests, if the content is small enough
to fit into one MSS. If only one packet is needed for carrying
the response it does not make any sense to split the resources
and send only partial content. For dynamic content it is
difficult to send partial content since the resource could be
updated when the resuming byte- range GET is handled.
Therefore we suggest extensive use of conditional GET by
using the If-Modified-Since, If-Unmodified-Since, If-
Match, If-None-Match header fields [11], which prevents
the client from requesting a resource that is "off sync" with
the partial content already downloaded. 

The most obvious usage of byte- range operations is to
resume failed transfers. With byte range operations it is
possible to resume a failed transfer by requesting only the
bytes missing. The use of byte range operations is not
limited to recovery of failed transfers, certain clients may
wish to limit the number of bytes downloaded prior to
committing a full request. A client with limited disk space,
memory, or bandwidth can request the first number of bytes
of a resource to let the user or user-agent decide to finish the
download or not [15]. Byte range operations has great
impact on overall network performance since less overhead
traffic is generated [11], which in turn leads to less latency
for the user without any major overhead at the server side.
We recommend implementing byte- range operations
combined with conditional GET, since it could dramatically
reduce the network overhead. 

Even though we recommend byte- range operations to be
implemented we want to warn about a prospective problem
introduced in [19]. Suppose a client requests both a
compression content-coding and a byte range (e.g., bytes 1-
1000). In what order should the server perform the byte-
range selection and the compression (which presumably
changes the byte numbering)? The standard does not
explicitly resolve this ambiguity [19], there is no common
solution to this problem, which can lead to inconsistency
between different implementations. 

3.6 Content negotiation (should)

HTTP/1.1 introduced the ability for the client and the
server to negotiate about charset, language, encoding and
media type [11]. There are both user and performance
benefits as well as pitfalls with content negotiation as we
will underline in the following three subchapters.

3.6.1 Charset and Language (optional)

The goal with negotiation about charset and language is
to achieve a multilingual web and overcome some of the
problems concerning different languages and charsets [20].
In earlier versions of HTTP, language and charset had to be
manually set by the user. The language and charset
negotiation feature in HTTP/1.1 liberates the user from such
choices, e.g. always receives pages in “correct” language
and charset. 

This feature does not affect embedded systems from a
performance perspective. However the feature has a great
impact on embedded products that is intended for a
international market since the product could be shipped with
multilanguage support. This enables the client and server to
decide what language and charset to use without any
configuration by the supplier or the user. 

In contrast to charset and language negotiation the
content encoding and media type negotiation has a
considerable impact on embedded systems. 

3.6.2 Encoding (should)

HTTP/1.1 introduced the ability for the client and server
to negotiate about compression of the payload. The
implementation of the protocol is conditionally compliant
whether the application implements compression or not
[11]. Support for compression is only declared as should in
the specification of the protocol and not must. This lead to
that the default behavior is to send the payload
uncompressed since it is not sure that all clients or servers
support this feature. The RFC gives developers the option to
decide how to implement the compression feature since the
implementation of the compression is conditionally
compliant. This gives us the possibility to suggest a hybrid
compression scheme inside the boundaries set up by the
RFC.

One issue to consider in the case of appliances and
embedded systems is the CPU load it takes to compress the
payload in opposite to send it uncompressed, therefore we
argue that a scheme telling the server when to compress and
when not to is needed. The content negotiation presented in
HTTP/1.1 is not effective in the view of embedded systems
since the server only checks if the client supports
compression or not when to decide to encode the payload.
We argue that a more restrictive model is needed to conserve
system resources in an embedded system. Such an extension
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to the HTTP/1.1 protocol does not affect clients at all since
the model is transparent to the client. 

An issue with content encoding to consider is that it is
only plain text such as HTML that benefits from
compression, see table 1, images and streaming media are
usually pre-compressed [20]. For all our measurements we
used the standard gzip [7] utility (gzip 1.2.4) in FreeBSD
4.8, the reason for this choice is that gzip implements the
same compression algorithm as specified in [11]. 

As seen in the table 1 HTML is compressed by a factor of

0.5 while the pre-compressed formats are close to a factor of
1. A similar study conducted by W3C show a factor of 0.3
when compressing HTML documents [23]. Our
compression result differs slightly from the ones W3C has
presented. The difference in result depends on type, size and
occurrences in the file. 

From this result we make the conclusion that it is not
necessary to compress pre-compressed data, the benefit is
not worth the resources put into such an operation. The
benefit of compressing HTML depends heavily on the
original size of the file. In the case of small files (<150 bytes
of plain text) there is a chance that the compression
algorithm backfires, see table 2. 

The compression techniques introduced by HTTP/1.1
depends on the LZW compression algorithm [32]. LZW is a
lossless "dictionary based" compression algorithm; the
algorithm replaces strings of characters with single codes. It
does not do any analysis of the incoming text. Instead, it
adds every new string of characters (occurrences) it sees to
a table of strings. In general, dictionary-based compression
replaces phrases with tokens. If the number of bits in the
token is less than the number of bits in the phrase,
compression will occur. LZW compression works best for
files containing lots of repetitive data; this is often the case

with text such as plain HTML. Files that are compressed but
that do not contain any repetitive information at all can even
grow larger. 

From the data supplied in table 1 and table 2 we came to
the conclusion that small text files such as dynamically
generated HTML files do not gain anything from the
compression available in HTTP/1.1 neither do pre-
compressed format like the ones mentioned in table 1. 

There has been three major studies, two conducted by the
W3C and one conducted for the Mozilla organization,
highlighting the benefits of HTTP compression. The first
W3C study [23], reported in 1997, focused on testing the
effects of HTTP 1.1 persistent connections, pipelining, and
link-level document compression. It is this study that
reported about rates of compression for plain HTML down
to a factor of 0.3. The second W3C study, reported in 2000,
looked at the possible benefits for performance using
compression of HTML files over a LAN with composite
HTML data (compressed) and image content
(uncompressed). The Mozilla study [25], reported in 1998,
observes the performance of content-encoded compression.
From our experiences drawn from the small experiments
presented in table 1 and 2 and the experiences from the three
studies described we created our simple hybrid compression
scheme. Our scheme tells the server not to compress pre-
compressed payload or payload smaller than, in our case,
150 bytes. This scheme is in conjunction with both HTTP/
1.1 and the results presented in the studies by W3C and the
Mozilla organisation. The optimal size depends on the
number of occurrences within that file. In order to obtain a
correct optimal value a large study on a wide spectrum of
different files must be conducted. Such a test is out of the
scope for this paper but a fair assumption is that smaller files
contain less repetitive strings than larger files. 

The presented hybrid model conserves the fact that a large
amount of the embedded server payload consist of small
dynamic content or large pre-compressed streams such as
video sequences from a web camera. Our line of thought is
in no way new; in 2003 [25] said that the ability to allow and
disallow compression of specific mime-types was a desired
behavior. For the apache web server there exist an open-
source extension, mod_gzip, that enables Apache to use
both compression of specific mime-types and a file-size
criteria for compression. This extension enables the apache
web server to use a model such as the one we propose. 

3.6.3 Media Type (optional)

Negotiation about media type means that the server could
maintain different versions of the same resource, for
example an image in both jpg and png format or a document
in both html and pdf. This feature makes it possible for the
client to negotiate with the server to get the most preferable
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format. A major user advantage with media type negotiation
is that the quality of sound, images, video clips etc. could be
customized to fit the client requirements or enviromental
capabilities.

Another aspect of media type negotiation is that it enables
the server to use pre-compressed resources. The hybrid
scheme that was suggested for content encoding should also
be applied when using media type negotiation for
compressed resources, e.g. only resources that benefits from
compression should be compressed. If the EWS keeps a
compressed version of each resource, clients which supports
this type of negotiation can choose the more network
efficient resource. In contrast to negotiation about encoding
the resources are not compressed on the fly. At a first glance
this fact seems to save considerable amounts of CPU time
since compression operations are only needed when a
resource is updated. However there exist scenarios when
media type negotiation gets ineffective. We argue that the
choice between media type negotiation (pre-compression)
or encoding negotiation (on the fly compression) depends on
the amount of requests and how often resources needs to be
updated. 

Figure 4 illustrates two scenarios with diffrent amounts of
requests and resource updates. Some EWS resources are
only uppdated once or twice per day such as systems that
recives for example daily router statistics. Such systems
benefit regardless the amount of request from the media type
negotiation approach. This since the resource only needs to
be compressed when the resource is updated. If the amount
of resource updates is intensive and the amount of requests
are few the media type negotiation approach is very
ineffective in comparison to the encoding negotiation
approach. This since encoding negotiation compress
resources on every request instead of on resource uppdate.
There is however a second distinction between the media
type approach and encoding approach to consider. The
encoding approach compress on the fly and therefore
increases the round-trip time. Even though the media type
approach could produce longer latency time for the client
while updating a resource the impact on performance is
smaller than in the case of the encoding approach. 

We argue that the form of negotiation that should be

implemented depends on the number of requests and how
often resources needs to be updated. A popular EWS with
many request per day cleary benefits from the media type
approach using pre-compression. An EWS that for example
receive sensor values from a machine may update its
resources once every minut but is only checked once every
hour. Such an EWS should benefit from the encoding
negotiation approach. The round-trip aspect of the encoding
approach dislocates the limit of requests and number of
resource updates a bit and must therefore also be taken into
consideration. The purpose the EWS has to serve has to be
identified and evaluated before implementation in order to
optimize the performance.

3.7 Digest authentication (must)

HTTP/1.0 includes the specification for a Basic Access
Authentication scheme. This scheme is not considered to be
a secure method of user authentication, as the user name and
password are sent over the network in plain text [13]. HTTP/
1.1 introduced an improved scheme called Digest
Authentication to address this issue. 

The design goal of Digest Authentication is to never send
the password over the network at all. Instead of sending the
password the client sends a "digest" of the password, which
is an irreversible scrambling of the password using the MD5
algorithm [14, 18]. Digest functions such as MD5 are
sometimes called cryptographic checksums. To prevent
replay attacks where the digest is reused more than once the
server supplies a token or noun to the client, this noun is
appended to the password before calculating the MD5
checksum at the client-side. By changing this noun
frequently the server prevents replay attacks. 

For developers who want to build secure Web
applications, the only available option is to encrypt all data
between a Web client and server using Secure Sockets
Layer, SSL [8]. This is a secure option, but digest
authentication is a valuable middle ground between almost
no security (what unencrypted basic authentication
provides) and complete SSL encryption, with its
considerable CPU overhead, more complex configuration,
and associated recurring administrative costs of getting and
maintaining a valid SSL certificate [9]. These drawbacks are
crucial when the focus lies on embedded system, the middle
ground could in many cases be considered "good enough". 

We strongly argue for implementing Digest
Authentication, not only for security considerations, it is
also necessary for being compliant with the HTTP/1.1
standard. In [13] it is stated that any service using Basic
Authentication have to be changed to Digest Authentication
as soon as possible. Nine common EWS are presented in
[16] and the statistics in this survey tells that only five out of
nine support Digest Authentication while the other four still
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support Basic Authentication, as an extension three servers
has SSL implemented. 

3.8 Caching (should)

Browsers and intermediate proxies may cache requested
resources under certain conditions. For static resources such
as images, caching is desirable as it reduces the CPU and
network load of the embedded system by eliminating the
requests for redundant information [1, 14]. However,
dynamically generated resources must not be cached;
caching such resources would prevent the client from
retrieving up-to-date information which is not preferable.
Logotypes and other static content in the user interface
should be properly cached while the dynamic real-time
information supplied by the embedded server should avoid
to get cached. This is the problem that HTTP/1.1 extended
caching functions was designed to solve, but according to
[20] there is still problems. One problem is coherency for
updateable resources and another problem is that observed
cache hit-ratios are below 50%. 

According to [20] one solution to this problem is to
decompose resources into dynamic and static parts, or even
better to exploit the bits already in the cache. Both
improvements need some level of modifications to the
HTTP/1.1 specification. By comparing cache and server
content at bit-level only the minimal amount of bytes is
requested, but the drawback is the resources the bit-level
search consumes. In the case of embedded systems
supplying mostly real-time information this high utility use
of the cache is not likely. 

Our suggestion is to divide the resources into dynamic
and static resources, and keep the dynamic resources as
clean as possible from static content and then use
conservative expiration deadlines on the static resources and
no caching at all at the dynamic resources. This solution will
boost the cache hit-ratio on static content and minimize the
coherency for updateable resources. 

4. Related work

Research about HTTP performance is divided into two
major perspectives, namely the transport layer and
application layer approaches (see figure 1). The transport
layer approach has aimed in general at evaluating other
transport protocols than TCP for HTTP transactions. Papers
such as [5] discuss a transaction based TCP variant layer on
top of UDP as an alternative while [6] suggest an hybrid
between TCP and UDP as the solution. This paper briefly
discuss the benefits in performance of such approaches, but
due to affordable embedded TCP stacks and the fact that
TCP is the de facto standard today this discussion is held
short. 

Application level perspective on the other hand is much
more relevant for this paper. Research such as [19, 20] and
other members of W3C accepts TCP as carrier for HTTP
transactions and tries to find ways to extend and improve the
HTTP itself instead. We discuss the new features in HTTP/
1.1 from a perfomance perspective. What makes our work
unique is that we look at the performance issues from an
embedded setting. There exist other papers with similar
approaches such as [1, 16] but they differs from our work by
excluding the focus on performance, instead the talk in
terms like functionality and architecture of embedded
servers. 

5. Discussion

This work should be considered as an overview of HTTP/
1.1 in an embedded setting. Even though most aspects of the
latest modifications in HTTP are discussed much work has
to be done in order to validate the theories presented in this
paper. HTTP performance is a vast area and many research
projects has already been conducted in various forms. This
fact resulted in that many of those tests we were interested
to conduct were already conducted by other research groups
and we could therefore rely on many of the results. By
reusing and referring to other research groups test results we
were able to dig deeper into the different RFC´s and find
relevant issues about all new features, which is in line with
our original focus. This would not have been possible if we
were forced to produce all experiment data used within our
work.

Future work involves comprehensive performance
studies of a HTTP/1.1 implementation in an embedded
system. The problem with such test is to find a
representative embedded test environment since the major
disparity between embedded systems today. Considering the
previous discussion about Moore´s Law and the supposed
development of embedded systems, this issue is probably
going to be eliminated by improvements in hardware.
Whatever future performance discussion will handle
network- or system performance or latency as experienced
by the user is hard to prophesy about.

6. Conclusion 

In the introduction we raised the question; What features
in HTTP/1.1 is efficient from a performance perspective in a
embedded web server?

This paper address seven features that were introduced in
the RFC2616 specification of HTTP/1.1. These are new
request methods, persistent connections, chunked encoding,
byte range operations, content negotiation, digest
authentication and caching. These features have been
examined and their efficiency has been evaluated from an
embedded perspective. 
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Figure 5 illustrate the main performance benefits with
HTTP/1.1 from an embedded perspective. CPU and
memory are, according to [16], the two most important
metrics concerning performance in an EWS. This approach
differs from conventional webservers where network
performance most often is considered to be the main
bottleneck[2]. The IO metrics refer to the number of
operations rather than the amount of data read and written.

This paper points out that the conditional GET is the only
of the new request methods that affects performance.
Further we have found benefits with persistent connection
and chunked encoding. Persistent connection reduces
network overhead and usage of system resources as well as
reducing the overhead on the network and the local
filesystem by fewer read and write calls. A persistent
connection implementation is dependent on chunked
encoding in order to send dynamic resources which are an
important form of content in embedded systems. Despite
that this paper address system- in front of network
performance we have pointed out the reduction of network
activity that byte range operations provide. One could argue,
that since the byte range operations recovers failed transfers
which results in that less amount data needs to be read from
disk, should be highlighted for saving IO. The IO metrics
however refers to the amount of IO operations and byte
range operations does not result in fewer disk operations.

Even though some features cost a considerable amount of
system resources they are still worth implementing since the
impact they have on network overhead. Compression in
content negotiation is such an example. We have suggested
a compression scheme that consider files format and length.
With such scheme we reduce the cost for compression but
maintain the same level of network efficiency. However, we
underline that the frequency of updates and requests have to

be taken into consideration when deciding what type of
compression to use, pre-compression or compression on the
fly. If this is not done properly the good intention with
compression could be turned into a major peformance
bottleneck due to redundant compression operations.

The last two evaluated features in HTTP/1.1 is digest
authentication and caching. Digest authentication has no
direct effect on performance but in some cases where
security is needed and SSL is considered to be overkill,
digest authentication is a valuable middle ground which
benefits heavily in performance in front of SSL. In the case
of caching there is no immediate impact on server
performance. Indirectly there is, since fewer requests has to
be handled by the server, this also affects the network load
possitivly.
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